
BABY MAFIA 1031 

Chapter 1031: "Queen of Sacred Beasts" 

Code-L spoke in elven language, so the guests had to rely on the Billios Family members to understand 

her. 

But the elves already heard her degrading words that seemed to be looking down on their entire elven 

race! 

A few young elves in the crowd instantly got triggered, and were about to yell when Code-L suddenly 

released her sacred beast aura. 

She directly activated her aura to intimidate these ignorant elves on the spot. 

All of the sudden, a huge mountain-like pressure fell on every elf in the hall. 

It was as if a whole mountain range just fell on their shoulders. 

90% of the elves around Code-L instantly fell to the ground on their knees. 

Those who didn't fall broke in cold sweats, and their legs already slowly bent forward, almost kneeling. 

This pressure is similar to the Godfather's unique domination ability, but because Code-L was a beast... 

Aside from feeling that mountain-like pressure pressing them to the floor, each elf even felt like prey in 

front of a hunter. 

They had an illusion that there was this majestic white tiger slowly walking toward them with a lazy 

attitude. 

Yet that pair of golden eyes... 

It was enough to devour them without leaving their bones. 

Code-L's eyes were usually light blue but when she was in her beast mode, it would always turn gold. 

The illusion these elves saw was a manifestation of the cat's majestic aura. 

That giant tiger as tall as the ceiling casually looked down on their two-meter-tall bodies, as if looking at 

a bunch of ants. 

The tiger in the illusion didn't do anything, just staring at them. It didn't even roar. 

But the elves already broke in cold sweats, and some even peed their pants. 

This fcking pressure is even more dangerous than the tiger's roar! 

The pressure directly ignored the elves' special abilities, much less their power realm. 

In front of this pressure, everyone just felt like a worthless ant. The majestic aura actually invoked their 

primitive fear of the strong. 

However...only the elves felt this way. 



None of the other guests felt the aura because the aura wasn't directed at them. 

They only saw a bunch of elves suddenly kneeling on two knees, disregarding their pride. 

The scene of a bunch of elves simultaneously falling on their knees like that... 

It was fcking bada*s. 

It reminded them of Ainsley in the Aretha war when she made countless beasts and monsters bow in 

front of her. 

A queen! 

Code-L didn't reason with the elves at all. She directly used her strength to subdue these unreasonable 

intruders. 

Under Code-L's majestic power, the elves immediately knew her true identity. 

A sacred beast! A sacred beast who is only one step away from being a legendary beast! 

And her bloodline is not a weak beast at all. It's one of the famous four protectors of ancient China. 

The benevolent beasts. 

But this white tiger isn't benevolent at all. 

The elves were sensitive in nature, and they could immediately guess Code-L's bloodline as a white tiger. 

A legendary white tiger. 

The elves knew more about sacred beasts than humans because sacred beasts would often come to 

protect their world tree one after another. 

The sacred beasts depended on the world tree but the elves also depended on these sacred beasts to 

protect the world tree from other races. 

It was a symbiotic relationship. 

But once the sacred beast became a legendary beast...the elves still had to depend on the legendary 

beast' grace to protect their entire race. 

The legendary beasts were usually grateful beings and would never forget how the elves helped their 

growth with the world tree. 

Thus, they were usually kind to elves. 

However, not all sacred beasts needed the mature world tree to boost their growth. 

Sometimes, there were geniuses...like Code-L. 

This kind of sacred beast who didn't need the world tree to grow at all...they didn't care even if they 

offended the elves. 

On the contrary, the elves would be guarded against them because these beasts were all geniuses yet 

they didn't have any relationship with the elves. 



If they could, they didn't want to offend such a beast at all. 

But they did! They just offend one! 

Code-L was actually famous for her strength. 

It was really strange that such a beast would obediently follow the Sloan Family founder and become a 

small family's protector. 

But it happens anyway. 

Either because of repaying grace or because she found a secret in this family to help her become a 

legendary beast... 

Code-L still stayed in the Sloan Family for decades and would occasionally protect the Sloan Family. 

Now that this kind of ancestor 'confessed' that she's the one getting the pacifier and it was 'given' to 

her... 

What could the elves say?! They couldn't even beat her! Fck! 

Their whole plan was ruined with just a few sentences from this little ancestor! 

The previously arrogant elves became as quiet as chickens. No, maybe chickens were even noisier than 

them. 

Under Code-L's majestic aura, the elves couldn't even ask how the beast got their royal pacifier. 

They couldn't even put the blame on Ainsley through Code-L, too afraid of the cat's power. 

In the end, the elves weakly shut up while Code-L looked at them with an unfriendly gaze. 

"Now what? You guys come to this banquet with no invitation– only to search for your broken toy. 

Really shameless!" 

Code-L took the chance to rebuke the elves and kept mentioning the pacifier as a broken toy. 

In Code-L's eyes, this kind of unique gadget was indeed only a broken toy. 

She had far more treasures than other sacred beasts around her strength. 

She should be even richer than the current elf king! 

Chapter 1032: "Searching For A Banished Elf" 

After all, Code-L had lived for a long time. She was even older than the entire Sloan Family's history. 

Still, such a cat with so many treasures didn't bother to help the Sloan Family with any of their financial 

crises. 

Just one of her treasures was actually enough to save the Sloan Family in the past. 

She could even rival the Billios Family's wealth just by selling some of her hoarded treasures. 

But the cat was too lazy to bother with the Sloan Family. 



She was only a guardian, anyway. It didn't mean she had to save this family all the time. 

Code-L was usually too lazy to help anyone, but she had helped Ainsley twice, including tonight. 

If not for Code-L stealing the pacifier from Elliana, the elves might already get what they wanted tonight. 

It was only because Code-L showed her unreasonable side to the elves that the elves chickened out. 

Code-L harrumphed coldly at the elf leader in front of her. She didn't forget to speak a few more words 

to drive the elves out. 

"Anyway, don't ever say the great me or anyone in the Sloan Family stole the pacifier. Remember. It's a 

tribute to the great me! A tribute!" 

It was obviously someone else' plot to trap the Billios Family through Sherleen and Ainsley using the 

golden pacifier. 

But Code-L dismissed the important matter with just a few casual remarks. 

A tribute? Who would be idle enough to give a tribute to Code-L? The elves lived far away from the 

human continent! 

If there's no important business, they don't even want to visit the human continent! 

Not to mention giving a tribute to a sacred beast... 

So illogical. 

The item being offered as a tribute was even owned by a royal family member... 

That's even more outrageous. 

But what Code-L said was right. 

Even the elders in the elven continent and the elf king would obediently give the pacifier away to Code-

L. 

They didn't want to have an unnecessary dispute with a sacred beast that was about to be a legendary 

beast. 

It was only a matter of time until Code-L became a legendary beast. 

Some elites who always paid attention to the growth of various sacred beasts in this world predicted 

that Code-L would advance in just a few more years. 

She only needed an opportunity to trigger the last growth and officially enter the legendary beast realm. 

At that time, with her mysterious ability, even the world elites had to be cautious in front of her. 

The elves gritted their teeth, expressing their silent dissatisfaction with Code-L. 

On the other hand, Ainsley, Jake, and the others felt that their world view gradually changed. 

They always knew that this cat was strong. Really strong. 



But they didn't know how strong she could be... 

Up to now. 

Maybe Code-L's strength was still far stronger than what she showed to the elves today. 

If Code-L was genuinely interested in helping the Sloan Family to grow...Ainsley's future road would be 

smooth sailing. 

But right now, Ainsley didn't think that she was worthy to sign a contract with Code-L. 

So far, Code-L had only signed a contract with the founder of the Sloan Family alone. 

The other generations did get Code-L's recognition and assistance, but no one could sign a contract with 

her. 

It was Bello and Cellino who actually often made contracts with people. 

It's just that..Cellino hadn't awakened his bloodline back then, so even if he was called a sacred beast, 

others felt that he's not even a sacred beast. 

That's why he's just a plus gift when contracting Bello. 

Of course, Ainsley was lucky to awaken Cellino and had two sacred beasts as her contract beasts. 

She even had that butterfly monster, Zilla, Ava, and the giant mammoth in her hand. 

To be honest...in a war, no one could confidently say that they could win against Ainsley. 

She just had too much assistance! 

The elves couldn't trouble the Billios Family or Ainsley using the golden pacifier. 

Their plan was crushed to dust, but it didn't mean the elf leader could accept retreating without any 

result. 

They came all the way to the human continent and barged into this banquet after planning things for 

months. 

The elves had been hiding among humans, waiting for this banquet. They had set up this trap so 

beautifully... 

How could they fail?! 

Then, they should try the second plan... 

The elf leader took a deep breath and spoke with much difficulty under Code-L's suffocating aura. 

"Okay, we will forget about the pacifier. Let's just say we, elves, are generous. But we still have one 

more problem to address." 

Code-L didn't think that the elves would dare to make trouble in front of her. Thus, she nodded and let 

the elf leader speak. 

The elf leader suddenly regained his aura and excitedly spoke in elven language. 



His voice was so loud that it was meant to be heard by the whole people in this hall. 

"We got reports that there is an exiled elf in this hall!" 

The elf leader's eyes flashed with a hint of ruthless light. 

"The banished elf should have been sold as slaves, but we got reports that this elf even set up his own 

potion store!" 

So, they're here to catch the exiled elf who ran away from his fate and even make his own potion store! 

The moment the elf leader said that, the guests instantly went into an uproar. 

Many elites here, especially those who attended Jake's auction in his casino, remembered an elf being 

auctioned and then sold to a certain baby. 

It was said that the elf was a half-blood elf and the other bloodline was a demon bloodline! 

Chapter 1033: "Axelle Blackened" 

This elf is a calamity elf with a weird skin color. 

But they didn't know the elf was actually a banished elf! And it was still sold to the humans as a slave? 

No matter how much the elves hated impure elves, they shouldn't sell these elves as slaves to other 

races, right? 

Why are they so cruel? In the end, this elf is still an elf, right? 

But the main point was what the elf leader said in the last few sentences. 

He said that the elf actually opened his own potion store? 

Almost simultaneously, everyone looked at Jake and Ainsley, who was still hiding behind Jake. 

Everyone here knew that the Sloan Family held a monthly potion auction and the potions were all made 

by an elf. 

It turned out...the alchemist elf here was the blue-skinned elf that Ainsley bought at a low price? 

Impossible! If...if they knew that the elf was an alchemist, they would also fight hard to bid for him, ah! 

The guests in the hall were shocked when they knew that Axelle was an alchemist. 

But the elves were actually even more surprised than the guests when they first heard the news. 

The elves who sold Axelle to Jake were actually from the royal family faction and they did that to protect 

Axelle from having a bad master. 

With Jake as the 'auctioner', they believed that Axelle would find a worthy master and wouldn't be 

treated as a slave at all. 

Their hope came true. 

Ainsley was Axelle's master and she was really kind to Axelle. 



It's just that....the noble faction also had spies in the human continent. 

If Jake could cooperate with the royal family faction, other humans could also secretly cooperate with 

the noble faction. 

These humans might not know about the elven race's internal strive, just like how the human race also 

had many countries and they weren't that peaceful. 

These humans thought that they were cooperating with a group of elves and it means they already had 

a connection with the elven race. 

Thus, they didn't suspect anything when they were used as spies by the noble faction. 

That's how the noble faction came to know about Ainsley's potion auction. 

After investigating bitterly for almost a year, they finally found the truth. 

It was the elf slave that Ainsley bought who made the potions. 

Then, they checked which elf could be sold as a slave...and it turned out it was that exiled elf. 

Axelle was infamous in the elven race because of his bloodline. 

A lot of pureblood elves wanted to drive him away, afraid of his demonic bloodline. 

His blue skin was also extremely unique. It was easy to find him when Jake auctioned him off at the 

casino. 

In fact, Jake had also anticipated this movement and knew that the noble faction would be able to find 

Axelle. 

Which is why he didn't want Ainsley to get this hot potato. 

He only wanted to help the royal faction to hide Axelle for a while but after that, Jake didn't need to 

care. 

Unfortunately...Ainsley bought Axelle and now, the elves were here to find Axelle. 

Their goal? Either kill Axelle or force Axelle to make potions for them. 

They didn't even know that Axelle was an alchemist! 

Jake and Ainsley's faces instantly darkened at the elf leader's words. 

The elf leader spoke as if Axelle had to be handed over because it was their elven race's internal matter. 

But once Axelle was sold to humans in the human continent, the elves should not be able to interfere in 

Axelle's life anymore. 

Ainsley couldn't understand why some elves could be this shameless. 

They had obviously abandoned Axelle but when they knew that Axelle was an excellent alchemist, they 

wanted him back. 



And they wanted to use him for free, just because they thought he was dirty for having a demonic 

bloodline. 

Shameless! Really shameless! 

And it didn't stop at that. 

The elf leader purposely sniffed the air and suddenly clicked his tongue. 

His face turned gloomy, as if he just smelled something bad. 

"We, elves, are sensitive in nature, and we can smell a fishy smell from the demonic bloodline in this 

hall. That elf we are searching for must be here!" 

He indirectly said that Axelle smelled fishy because he was a half-blood elf. 

Axelle, who was hiding among the crowd, couldn't help but shrink his body. 

The moment he saw these elves barging into the hall, he already knew that he would be in trouble. 

Indeed. Now, they're looking for him and want Ainsley to hand him over! 

Axelle believed that Ainsley wouldn't betray him like that, but he didn't want to be a burden and 

dragged Ainsley down with him. 

More and more elves also scolded Axelle and brought up his dangerous demonic bloodline. 

Even the guests became a little hesitant and wanted to persuade Ainsley to hand over the dangerous elf. 

Anything related to the demons and the abyss was absolutely dangerous. 

Axelle is a time bomb! 

Axelle himself knew that he was a calamity. Now that Ainsley already had some pureblood elves as 

friends... 

She would also hate a half-blood elf with a demonic bloodline like him, right? At least she would be 

suspicious of him... 

Axelle's thoughts slowly turned dangerous, and his demonic bloodline was sensitive to the owner's 

negative thoughts. 

Without Axelle knowing, his bloodline had already started to be restless, and Axelle felt that his body 

was on fire. 

His blood was boiling. More and more negative thoughts poured into his mind. 

Cruel thoughts, sadism, destruction, and anything related to the demons slowly crept into Axelle's soul. 

His soul started to blacken bit by bit– 

Until a child's crisp voice sounded amidst the elves' curses and the guests' little murmurs. 

Chapter 1034: "Smelly Elves" 



"Fishy smell? Dangerous elf? I think uncles and aunties like you who barge into my welcoming party are 

more dangerous than my Axelle." 

Ainsley stepped out from Jake's shadow and completely showed her face to the group of elves. 

Only then did the elves look at her and realize that the kid who wore Code-L's cat version pajama was 

actually the real Ainsley... 

That purple hair was too striking even when it was hidden under the hoodie. 

Oh, God. Did the two kids exchange pajama themes or something? Cosplaying as each other? 

Before the elf guard could react, Ainsley already looked at him with a sweet smile. 

"Uncle elf, speaking of smelly...I think you guys are more smelly..." 

The elves sweated hard under Code-L's majestic aura, after all. 

Even if the legend said that elves' sweat smelled good, Ainsley still deliberately pinched her nose and 

wrinkled her eyebrows. 

"So smelly, ah, uncle. You are sweating so hard...I think the fishy smell should come from you and your 

friends?" 

Ainsley sounded gentle and sweet. Even her charm aura had already spread quietly among the elves. 

But the elves were too distracted to even notice her charm aura. 

This was the first time that someone had told them on their face... 

The elves can also be smelly. 

Especially if they smelled like dirt and sh*t from the forest. 

The elf guard had a blank face for a moment. His brain circuit just crashed, and he really couldn't think at 

all. 

Did a human kid just tell him that he stinks? His sweat is smelly? 

As if to confirm Ainsley's words, a boy in a purple hoodie covering almost his face suddenly jumped in 

front of the elf guard and yelled. 

"Ewww! Stinky old men! My fairy race also has a sensitive nose. I can smell your stinky sweat from miles 

away!" 

The boy around Finley's age who suddenly jumped out in front of everyone was none other than Evan's 

little fairy... 

Percival. 

At this moment, Evan's eyes widened as he saw his little fairy disappearing from his pocket and turned 

into his human-sized state. 

Percival is a royal fairy. 



He can look like an ordinary human boy. 

But that pair of purple mist-like wings... 

Everyone present was too dumbfounded to react. 

How come there was suddenly a royal fairy in front of everyone? 

The fairies were usually shy and only wanted to appear in front of their close people. 

Thus, not everyone has seen a fairy up to this day. 

In just less than an hour, they had met two legendary fantasy figures in fairytales. 

Even Ainsley was taken aback when she saw the naughty fairy suddenly appearing in front of her like 

that. 

Percival's voice was loud, but his tone of voice was full of a boy's playfulness. 

Of course, his words weren't as playful as his tone... 

It was extremely insulting to the elves. 

This was the first time Ainsley ever saw a human-sized fairy other than Finnie, her fairy friend. 

Not to mention that she saw Percival casually showing off his unique wings under everyone's eyes. 

The baby instantly fell into deep thoughts. 

Didn't Fin say that royal fairies only show their wings when they're in their human-sized state to people 

close to them? 

...how come Percival didn't abide by the rule? 

Ainsley wanted to continue thinking about Percival's wings, but Percival didn't give her a chance to be 

distracted. 

The usually quiet and mysterious fairy suddenly jumped up and down in front of the elves like a naughty 

child. 

"A group of morons claiming to be pure-blooded elves. Only royal elves can be truly pure-blood. Don't 

you know that?" 

Percival wasn't a racist and never discriminated against half-blood or people with impure blood. 

Anyway, he had lived in the human continent for years and the humans actually liked mixed-blood 

people because they're usually prettier or more handsome in general. 

But this didn't apply to other non-human races with a traditional mindset such as the elves. 

Although the world was already a modern world, the elves still retained their way of living for centuries. 

They lived in tree houses. Their clothes were all traditional elf designs, and none of them wore modern 

designs. 



The elves only used modern technology on their weapons. 

Still, they were old-minded, and the racism trait was there, especially toward other races and half-blood 

elves. 

But in this era where many races lived together in peace, how many lives were truly pure-blooded 

elves? 

Only the royal elves were pure blood elves. 

Other elves, including the nobles, had more or less another bloodline in their veins. Although thin, it was 

there. 

These nobles also knew about the unspoken secret of nowadays' elven society. 

But no one ever slapped them with the truth right in front of their faces! 

Not to mention, it was in front of a bunch of humans! 

The elf leader was so angry that his fair face turned blue, red, white, and then black. He almost looked 

like a disco lamp. 

"Y-you! Stinky fairy– stay away from our business!" The elf guard yelled in the fairy language. 

Nowadays elves also had to learn other races' languages, especially one of the 7 biggest races'...the 

fairies. 

The fairies were said to be the guardians of this world, while the winged people, a.k.a the celestial, were 

the guards and discipline committee under the fairies. 

This is why the elves also had to learn a bit about the fairy's language and the fairies also learned local 

human languages, international human languages, and some elven languages. 

Percival spoke in an elven language before, but since the elf leader could talk about the fairy language, 

he immediately lifted his chin and snorted. 

"What? Do you think this isn't my business?" 

Chapter 1035: "Please Hand Over The Criminal" 

"My human is here in this hall, and your presence is disturbing him." 

Percival lied without blinking. He even portrayed Evan as a weak, helpless human. 

"Listen. If he dies because of a heart attack, will you take responsibility?!" 

The elves knew that fairies liked humans the most. 

It was strange that human beings were actually black-hearted and the elves should be the kind ones. 

The fairies should love the elves more than humans, right? 

But fairies still preferred humans from time to time...and no one knew why. 

Only the fairies knew. 



The reason was actually simple. 

It was because the humans had the most interesting items, entertainment, food and other things. 

Other races' technology wasn't as good as the humans or the dwarves. Their entertainment was bland. 

And the dwarves' food wasn't as good as the humans. 

Not to mention that the air in the dwarves' continent was polluted so much because of their workshops. 

The humans still had better air and environment conditions than the dwarves. 

These fairies who liked to seek excitement and entertainment all fell in love with the human continent. 

That's why they chose to protect humans and sent out young fairies to make a contract with humans. 

So far, even after a century or so, no one knew why the fairies loved the humans. 

They only knew that it was a kind of internship for the young fairies. 

If the elves knew the true reason why the fairies loved the humans more than kind-hearted elves like 

them, they might instantly go berserk on the spot. 

Percival was also a fairy who liked delicious food and interesting games. 

That's why he loved humans who created these things and also loved Evan, who provided him with free 

food, toys, games, and anything he wanted. 

Now that the elves barged into Jake's banquet, as Evan's friend, Jake was in danger. 

Percival was also close to Jake and was displeased with the elves' arrogance. 

He glared at the elves with his eyes still hidden under his hoodie. 

"Can't you guys just leave?! No one invites you here, but you insist on attending and then ruin the whole 

party." 

A bunch of party breakers! No fun! 

The elf leader's pointed ears trembled in anger. 

He pointed his finger at Percival, but no matter how he opened and closed his mouth, he knew that he 

couldn't say anything bad to Percival. 

Apparently, it's because Percival was a royal fairy. A young royal fairy with an equally important position 

in the fairy kingdom– 

A seer. 

Fck him! 

The elf leader's chest went up and down as he tried to suppress his anger. 

Instead of talking to Percival, he shifted his gaze at Ainsley, who had a close connection with the elf they 

were looking for. 



"A-anyway, we want to take back our prisoner. That elf is a criminal, and we must take him back!" 

The elf leader eloquently explained how Sherleen and the royal family party cheated them. 

They colluded with Jake to send Axelle away when the elf was a criminal. 

"He shouldn't be sold as a slave. That's only for ordinary banished elves. This kind of dangerous elf, who 

is a criminal, has to be handled by us elves!" 

The elf leader was a noble elf but he didn't really have a high position in the elf race. 

It's just that...the moment he came to the human continent, the humans who knew nothing about the 

elves subconsciously regarded him as an elf with a high position. 

This is also why the elf leader felt that the humans in the hall would subconsciously obey him and hand 

over the blue-skinned elf. 

Who would have known that this human kid wasn't normal and insisted on protecting that blue-skinned 

elf? 

Not to mention, a royal fairy also helped her to fight them! 

The elf leader inhaled deeply and looked at Ainsley with a sharp gaze. 

"I don't care if you already bought him. We can compensate for the money you used to buy him, but 

please hand over the criminal!" 

The elf acted as if this was a big issue for the elf race and if Ainsley didn't hand over Axelle to their party, 

there would be a huge dispute between elves and humans. 

Ignorant humans might be fooled right away, but thankfully, Percival was there. 

He snorted at the elf guard's cheeky words and laughed in disdain. 

"Are you stupid or something? This is the human continent. Your rules don't apply to the humans or any 

races in this place!" 

Percival grinned as he folded his arms in front of his chest. 

"And even if you want this kid to hand over the so-called criminal elf, you have to send an official 

ambassador approved by both races." 

Since the elf visited the Godlif country, it means they had to get approval from the Godlif country's 

government, and hey! 

Jake was the official ambassador from the Godlif country in facing various races! 

He was included as the international ambassador between humans and other non-human races. 

There were other ambassadors than Jake in the Godlif country, but if the elves visited the capital city, 

then Jake was the absolute ambassador. 

Now...these 'illegal elves' entered the capital city and barged into the ambassador mansions without a 

permit... 



Hello? Aren't these elves breaking the laws? 

Because this world had so many races, each country created a law related to non-human races' visits to 

their territory. 

Just like when tourists had to get a visa to visit certain countries, these non-human races also need 

relevant documents. 

If not, they were considered illegal visitors, and the humans could punish them according to the law of 

their country. 

And the leader of that race couldn't do anything to protect their people because their people already 

broke the law! 

Chapter 1036: "Illegal Visitors" 

Of course, if the related people were important people in the race, the higher-ups would send some 

more people to help them get out of the problem. 

But if they were just people like this elf leader... 

"Believe it or not. Your noble faction's leader won't bother to bail you out of jail If we send you to be 

judged?" 

Percival's words were full of mockery, and most people in the hall couldn't understand him. 

Not even the Billios Family members. 

Only Evan, Jake, Ainsley, the sacred beasts and some people who had relations with young fairies in the 

human continent understood the fairy language. 

When they heard that these elves were actually breaking the law by visiting the human continent's 

Godlif Country without a visa.... 

They were dumbfounded. 

So these people didn't have a visa with them? They were illegal visitors? 

Then why would they act all high and mighty in front of us humans? These elves already broke the law! 

Of course, not all humans knew about such laws, and most people were only happy to see the elves in 

legend. 

They didn't know that in nowadays society, even the elves had to abide by the interracial rules such as 

visiting permits, passports, and such. 

When the guests knew these elves were illegal visitors, their attitude instantly changed. 

Even if the elves were strong, it didn't mean the humans were weak, especially when Code-L was there 

with them. 

One by one, the guests cursed the elves in international human language. 

"Damn it, you stinky elves! Illegal visitors! Go back to your own continent!" 



"They said that Ainsley's elf is a criminal? Bah! In our eyes, they are the criminals!" 

"Hurry! Call the interracial police and guards! They will catch these illegal visitors!" 

Just like how each country had international police and guards in charge of arresting foreigners in their 

country, they also had a team specialized in catching non-human races. 

These non-human races weren't all good when they visited other races, and sometimes, they would turn 

into so-called criminals. 

To face this problem, the country established a unique department in charge of catching non-human 

race criminals who made trouble in their country. 

Coincidentally, the Billios Family wasn't only an ambassador but also a part of this special institute that 

could catch criminals from other races. 

After all, to be a successful businessman in a world full of fantasy creatures, they also had to be strong 

powerhouses, right? 

That's why the Billios Family had the authority to arrest the criminals and bring them to the institute for 

further processing. 

The moment Percival said that these elves didn't have a visa, Jake instantly became stern. 

He didn't hesitate to wave his hand and commanded the surrounding guards and shadow guards. 

"Guards! Catch these elves!" 

They are already criminals by entering the Godlif Country without visas! 

The elves didn't expect things to escalate to this point. They knew that they came here without visas just 

to trap the Billios Family. 

If they applied for visas, they would officially represent the elven race no matter what their purpose is. 

It means they couldn't accuse the human ambassador or do anything to them. 

And Jake was an ambassador. 

That's why they didn't apply for a visa and secretly came to create troubles. 

No one would know they didn't have a visa anyway, and Jake would be too busy to handle their troubles 

rather than asking about their visas. 

Many non-human races could easily enter the human continent and various countries without visas 

relying on their absolute strength. 

The government was also helpless about this. 

Anyway, as long as these visitors didn't create troubles for them, the country will also pretend not to 

know. 

The non-human races weren't more dangerous than fellow humans in terms of stealing intelligence and 

such. 



A lot of these non-human races only wanted to play in the human countries without having to represent 

their races. 

Many of them used transformation potions to blend with humans and freely play among humans with 

the money they earned from fellow humans. 

These non-human races were all talented and they could easily earn money in human countries. 

Most of them didn't stay for more than six months and would return to their own place when they had 

enough fun. 

But attacking their ambassador, accusing him of stealing the elves' treasure and even demanding the 

ambassador to hand over a banished elf... 

They went too far. 

It was precisely because they wanted to make trouble for the elf king and Jake that they didn't bother to 

apply for visas. 

But now, it backfired and gave Jake a reason to arrest them. 

Without Percival, Jake really wouldn't question them about their visas and such. 

But Percival, as the all-knowing seer, knew the truth in the past, present, and future. 

Just inquiring about small matters like visas weren't too burdening and wouldn't violate his duty as the 

fairy kingdom's seer. 

He couldn't casually see the future, or know all things in the present or the past because there were a 

lot of things that should remain a secret. 

It's rare that Percival could use his ability without having to risk anything. 

Just inquiring about the elves in front of him didn't require a lot of energy or anything in exchange, 

anyway. 

With Percival mercilessly exposing the elves, the Billios Family's guards didn't have to be careful when 

arresting these elves. 

Even if the elves would complain and escalate the matter to a matter between races, since they were all 

criminals, they could be arrested! 

In just less than thirty minutes, all the elves were caught without resistance. 

After all, Code-L was still there, pressuring them with her aura. 

She even dared to suck their golden pacifier while pressuring them! 

Chapter 1037: "Blaze, The OP Little Chicken 

The elves didn't know whether to hate Code-L, Jake, Percival, or Ainsley. 

Anyway, these four people were connected to each other in one way or another. They were all 

responsible for their failures! 



The elf guard already imagined what the elders at the tribe would say when they knew about this 

incident. 

A group of elves were arrested in front of a hundred humans because they didn't have a visa when they 

came to the human continent... 

A disgrace! 

Dishonor on their race, dishonor on their family, and dishonor on themselves! 

The elves got a mental attack, and each of them felt that the world was crumbling. 

These elves were relatively young among elves, which was why they were so arrogant yet ignorant. 

Unlike Sherleen and the other male elf Ainsley met at the garden party, these elves were seriously 

retarded and didn't know much about the human continent. 

That's how a group of intruders were caught and sent to a relevant department. 

They might be deported back to the elven continent, or they might have to stay in prison for all the 

crimes they created. 

Even if the elf king heard about this matter, he would be glad to punish a bunch of people from the 

noble faction. 

Not to mention that the noble faction would be too ashamed to beg the king to save these young elves. 

Ahhh, everything is a mess! 

But it all ended well for Jake and the others. 

The banquet continued for another hour, and Jake successfully announced Ainsley as his daughter. 

Ignoring the captured elves, Jake and Ainsley went around the hall to play with the guests. 

They also took time to approach Axelle in secret and inquire about his condition. 

"Axelle, are you okay?" Ainsley whispered to Axelle, who was hiding at the corner of the hall. 

After the elves were taken away, Axelle could finally sigh in relief, but he was still afraid that the guests 

at the hall would find his true identity and then condemn him. 

Axelle was still cautious and afraid of guests coming to his little corner. 

But when he heard Ainsley's concerned voice...all his anxiety instantly disappeared. 

It was as if he had found a light in the darkness. 

For him, Ainsley was really his life savior, and if he could, he definitely wanted to repay her rather than 

burden her. 

But today's incident gave him a wake-up call that as long as he was with Ainsley, other forces who knew 

about his existence could use him to drag Ainsley down. 

Axelle hugged his knees as he tried to respond to Ainsley without lifting his head. 



"I-I am fine...i-it's okay." 

The transformation potion he made was better than the potion sold in the market. 

This potion not only hid the user's aura and breath but also hid anything related to their racial traces. 

Even fellow elves might not notice him if he walked around them. 

It's just that...Axelle was afraid of being found out. 

So, he didn't dare to come out of his little corner in the hall and waited for Ainsley to come. 

Seeing Axelle like this, Ainsley also didn't want him to stay in the hall. 

Forcing an anxious person to stay in the place where it could trigger his anxiety... 

It was cruel. 

Thus, Ainsley patted Axelle's shoulder and sighed. 

"It's good that you're okay. I think you should go back to the room upstairs if you don't want to stay 

here." 

Ainsley made sure that her tone of voice wasn't like chasing the man away. 

Axelle also felt that this was a good idea. 

His face instantly brightened, but he had just lifted his head when the 'pillow' he hugged between his 

chest and knees suddenly rushed out! 

The blue 'pillow' as big as a normal chicken flew to Ainsley's arm and suddenly chirped excitedly. 

"Chirp! Chirp! Ain-sama! Ain-sama!" 

The sound of a bird's chirping echoed beside Ainsley's ears and then it was followed by the sound of a 

cute little baby. 

The force of this little 'pillow' when rushing out was quite great, and the momentum instantly made 

Ainsley take a few steps back. 

While stepping back with staggering steps, Ainsley subconsciously hugged the unknown thing and then 

slowly looked down at the so-called 'pillow'... 

What she saw in front of her eyes was a fluffy blue chicken with smoother feathers than ordinary 

chicken. 

But it also felt fatter than ordinary chicken. 

It's just that...this blue feather... 

Who else could it be beside a certain water Phoenix that Ainsley bought a few months ago? 

Ainsley had been busy all this time and rarely saw Axelle or the little water Phoenix. 



Only now did she have a chance to talk to Axelle, and that's when the little Phoenix took the opportunity 

to stick to Ainsley. 

Ainsley's lips twitched as she looked down at the 'chicken', who was already nudging her cheek with its 

beak and even chirped excitedly. 

"Ain~ Ain~ " 

It seemed that the Phoenix was already able to speak some human languages despite still being an 

ordinary beast, not even a sacred beast. 

"B-blaze....?" Ainsley tentatively asked in a soft voice. 

If she remembered it right, even a sacred beast like Cellino was still unable to speak human language. 

How could the little Phoenix, who hadn't even awakened her sacred beast bloodline speak the human 

language?! 

Ainsley was afraid that she had a hallucination or something, but Blaze immediately pecked the baby's 

finger's lightly and chirped. 

"Yes, yes! Ain~ Blaze!" 

Blaze could only speak a few words, but it was already a miracle. 

Even Jake, who was accompanying Ainsley to meet Axelle, was shocked beyond relief. 

He had never seen a beast who could speak when they weren't a sacred beast yet! 

What kind of little chicken is this?! 

Chapter 1038: "Blaze's Second Ability" 

Jake didn't recognise Blaze at first sight, entirely because Blaze really looked like a blue-feathered hen. 

Where is the phoenix-like appearance? 

Ainsley was equally shocked. She immediately cast her gaze at Axelle, the only person who didn't seem 

surprised by Blaze's improvement. 

"This...Axelle, how could Blaze..." 

Ainsley hadn't finished her question when Axelle immediately replied to her in a trembling voice. 

"T-that...I often feed her some good potions suitable for beasts with Phoenix bloodline...t-then, this 

happens." 

Actually, Axelle also fed Blaze various rare herbs that he got with the support of the Sloan Family's 

potion business department. 

He also taught Blaze a lot of skills related to water manipulation ability and taught her how to speak the 

common human language. 



After all, Axelle was also learning more about humans and it was a good thing for Blaze to learn to speak 

soon. 

How could he know that only sacred beasts could speak human language? 

Blaze was really a different case! 

Listening to Axelle's explanation, Ainsley and Jake both had troubled faces. 

They didn't know that a mutant beast had this kind of hidden ability. 

Such a unique water Phoenix was unheard of before. 

However, because it had a strange element as a Phoenix, not a lot of people would be interested in 

raising the beast. 

Imagine a Phoenix, which was usually related to gorgeous fire and red-coloured feathers, suddenly 

became a blue-feathered Phoenix. 

And her ability was related to water. 

That was like seeing an elf, not practicing archery but practicing the blacksmith profession instead! 

That's why this unfortunate Phoenix was abandoned by her own mother. 

But if such a beast could already speak before she even awakened her bloodline to be a sacred beast... 

Doesn't this mean she's actually a powerful beast? And she's extremely intelligent! 

Ainsley opened her mouth, wanting to ask some questions but she really couldn't make any sound. 

Too shocked... 

And Blaze really didn't show the characteristic of a Phoenix even after growing up to be as big as an 

ordinary hen. 

This Phoenix is really...strange! 

Ainsley took a deep breath and slowly asked Axelle some questions related to Blaze. 

"Well, Axel...what kind of ability Blaze can use? And the skills..." 

After all, if Blaze was talented, she really had to train properly and not mess around with Axelle. 

Still, Ainsley believed that Blaze should still stay with Axelle to accompany him for a long time. 

She even thought of transferring the contract connection to Axelle. Of course, if Blaze wanted that. 

Axelle heard Ainsley's question and immediately twisted his fingers nervously. 

"T-that...she only has one ability, which is a water manipulation ability. B-but it has a complete skill." 

Solo ability users usually only had fragmented skills when their ability was related to elemental ability. 

But apparently, sacred beasts weren't bound by this natural rule. 



It was quite normal if Blaze could use all sorts of skills related to water elements, but what Axelle said 

next almost made Ainsley and Jake drop their jaws to the floor. 

"T-that...Blaze can use all sorts of water-related skills such as controlling water, creating tsunamis, 

creating water bubbles that allow non-water creatures to breathe..." 

Blaze could also create monsters from water, and the water with high-pressure intensity could even kill 

a person or a beast in a few seconds. 

But the most surprising one was the mutation skill– 

"I-it seemed that Blaze can also freeze the water? I-I think it's a bloodline mutation from water element 

to ice..." 

Which means, technically, Blaze had two abilities. One was water control, and the other was ice control. 

But this wasn't the end. 

"T-that...I-I also checked Blaze's overall skills, and she actually...can use bloodline suppression on same-

type beasts or monsters..." 

Sacred beasts usually intimidated others using their powerful breath and aura. 

But a bloodline suppression was only something a legendary beast could do. 

Or at least a sacred beast who was already a step away from becoming a legendary beast. 

Yet now...Axelle actually said that Blaze could use bloodline suppression?! 

Ainsley almost fainted. 

"Axel...do you realize how strong Blaze is?" Ainsley was already regretting not checking up on Blaze and 

Axelle more often. 

After all, she was often not at the mansion, whereas these two people stayed indoors almost all the 

time except for when they went out to dig out some herbs. 

Axelle flinched at Ainsley's question and hesitantly shook his head. 

"I-I don't know. I thought it was normal for a beast with a legendary beast's bloodline to do all of 

these..." 

But there were many beasts with legendary beasts' bloodlines. 

Although not all legendary beasts were as popular and as strong as the white tiger, the Phoenix, the 

dragon or something, there were really a lot of beasts with legendary beasts' bloodline. 

After all, once a legendary beast felt that it was about to pass away in a thousand years or so, they 

would immediately sow its seeds around the ordinary beast. 

In shorts, they would mate with beasts from the same type and hoped the children could become sacred 

beasts sooner. 



There were many mixed-blood beasts with thin legendary beast' bloodlines too, and usually, these 

beasts didn't have much hope to be sacred beasts. 

Much less a mutated beast. 

It was really hard for a mutated beast to become a sacred beast or even a legendary beast. 

Because of this, an adult water Phoenix with the strength of a sacred beast could be counted with five 

fingers. 

Dragons and other legendary beasts might have variants such as fire dragons, water dragons, golden 

dragons, earth dragons... 

But a water Phoenix? That's against the law. 

Yet Blaze, a water Phoenix, could use bloodline suppression unique to legendary beasts only. 

And she even had a second ability– ice manipulation! 

Chapter 1039: "Settling The Monsters & Beasts Before Departure" 

Ainsley and Jake were shocked to the bone. 

"Bloodline suppression...Axel, what did you teach Blaze?" 

Ainsley was more willing to believe Axelle was the unknown trigger who changed Blaze rather than Blaze 

herself being an abnormal mutant beast. 

Indeed, Axelle hesitated again for a few seconds before whispering in a low voice. 

"T-that...actually...I often let Blaze experiment with her innate abilities and skills..." 

"And one day, she just can suppress other bird-type beasts and monsters with her cry." 

But, the 'experiments' that Axelle mentioned were by no means ordinary. 

Axelle often gave Blaze unknown herbs with low danger potential and then asked Blaze to explore her 

own body. 

Then, he also stimulated Blaze to use all the abilities she could possibly have in her body. 

Axelle did all of this because he knew the importance of strength. He didn't want Blaze to be bullied like 

him in the future. 

Blaze was a mutant Phoenix but at least, her bloodline was extremely pure. 

She didn't have any dirty blood like his demonic bloodline. 

Thus, Axelle used all his might to transform Blaze into a powerful beast. 

Now, Blaze was already a high-level beast and was only a step away from awakening her sacred beast's 

bloodline! 

This progress was even faster than the three sacred beasts at Ainsley's house. 



If the three sacred beasts knew about this, they would all be jealous of this Phoenix who had the 

support of a genius alchemist elf. 

Ainsley listened to Axelle's explanation and suddenly fell silent. 

In a sense, what Axelle did was really good...Ainsley was glad that she handed Blaze to Axelle back then. 

The baby let out a low chuckle as she rubbed Blaze's feathers. 

"I see, I see. If it's like this...I can consider bringing you and Blaze when I go abroad to expand my guild." 

Ainsley believed that Blaze had to roam around this world to find an opportunity to trigger her 

bloodline. 

Just like how Cellino found his opportunity when he met Ainsley. 

As for Axelle...Ainsley believed that leaving him at the Sloan Family mansion would be more dangerous 

than letting him stay by her side. 

"Don't worry about your identity, Axel. Your transformation potion is really powerful. No one will 

recognise you." 

With this, Ainsley decided to bring Axelle and Blaze with her on her little journey abroad. 

At the same time, Ainsley also looked at Elliana and the three sacred beasts, who were huddling 

together somewhere else. 

It's been a while since she talked to Elliana too, and this time, she had to bring Elliana with her on her 

little journey. 

That night, Ainsley confirmed Blaze's unique talent and immediately arranged to bring both Blaze and 

Axelle with her. 

At the same time, Ainsley had already started to join the entertainment industry and started as a small 

live broadcast anchor. 

Her live broadcast theme was the worldly adventure of a little mafia boss, featuring a lot of exciting 

battles and such. 

After preparing everything, Ainsley returned to the Roane Region and stayed with Grandpa Yofan for 

almost a month before deciding to depart. 

This time, her journey would take months and even years. 

The people who would accompany her were only Axelle, Blaze, the three sacred beasts, and Elliana. 

Not even Jake would accompany her on such a long journey touring the countries and non-human 

continents to spread her guild branches. 

On the day of Ainsley's departure, the baby left the butterfly monster, the giant mammoth, the purple 

ape and the armored giraffe to guard the Sloan Family and the guild branches. 

Since the Sloan Family already had Zilla and the branch families had Zilla's children as their guardians... 



The four monsters and beasts that Ainsley captured at the cleaning up event were left to the Irregular 

Tamer guild. 

All the guild branches had at least one monster or beast with a boss-level strength. 

One could wonder what kind of beast or monster would be assigned to the guild's headquarters at 

Pandora Island. 

The giant mammoth was huge, and it wasn't suitable to guard the Roid Valley. 

Thus, the purple ape was the one assigned to guard the Roid Valley branch. 

Then, there was this armored giraffe. She was directly assigned to the Crimson Lily branch. 

After all, this branch guild already had many other beasts and monsters 'guarding' them around the 

Crimson Lily forest. 

The armored giraffe was a very suitable beast to give many armored buffs to the surrounding beasts and 

monsters who were at peace with the Crimson Lily branch guild. 

As for the giant mammoth...because it was too huge, Ainsley left him to guard the Godfather 

Mausoleum's branch. 

This branch was built right across the Godfather's mausoleum, but the surroundings were still flat 

ground with no covers from enemies. 

Putting the giant mammoth here was the best choice. 

Last but not least, the frozen butterfly. 

Because it was a butterfly monster and was more suitable to guard a tower-type building, Ainsley 

immediately assigned her to the butterfly pagoda branch. 

That branch was a commercial street which was used to be a red-light district full of prostitution. 

Now that it was changed into the butterfly pagoda's territory, it was most suitable to have a butterfly as 

their guardian. 

Only the Sloan Village branch didn't have any guardian because it was still included in the Sloan Family's 

main territory and wasn't far from the mansion. 

It used to be a village full of villagers, but after the massacre incident, Ainsley changed the village into a 

guild building area and relocated all the villagers to a safer place. 

'Safe' here means far away from the Sloan Family's mansion because whenever there were enemy 

attacks, they would all surround the Sloan Family's main mansion! 

Chapter 1040: "First Trouble Abroad" 

With the Sloan Village branch located near the Sloan Family's mansion, it means Zilla could still guard 

them from any possible enemies. 



After settling down all the monsters and the beasts only then did Ainsley leave the Roane Region with 

confidence. 

Since she would be away for a long time, Ainsley also established the official guild leader for her 

Irregular Tamer guild and appointed a bunch of branch guild leaders at the same time. 

After appointing Nalisha as the official guild leader, the guild finally ushered into a new development. 

Currently, the guild didn't limit the new member application date anymore and could confidently accept 

many new members every single day. 

The newbie training was also carried successfully, and Pandora Island's development was so fast that 

Ainsley believed she could visit it in just a few more months. 

Everything in the country was okay, so it means Ainsley could depart with no worries. 

The baby took a whole new carriage and two winged beasts as her travel vehicle as she flew to the 

neighboring country. 

Her first target was this country called the Gasha Country, not too far from the Godlif country. 

The baby had a guild member from this country which was why she thought of building a guild branch 

here for the people in this country. 

When Ainsley flew to Gasha, she immediately chose to enter the Gasha Country's capital city. 

This wasn't the first time Ainsley flew abroad and such, but because this time, she didn't choose a plane 

for her own security issue, it was a whole new experience. 

There were many flying carriages and such shuttling among clouds and planes. 

It was even more amazing that these flying beasts pulling the carriages were all smart and used their 

own path to fly to their destination without colliding with any planes and such. 

After flying for a few hours with these super-fast high-level winged beasts and an ordinary-looking 

carriage, Ainsley and her group finally saw the Gasha Country below them. 

Surrounded by the blue sea, the Gasha Country was much bigger than the Godlif country, and the shape 

was also a bit abstract. 

But overall, it looked like a pair of wings, which was why this country was rumored to be the winged 

people, a.k.a the celestial race's favorite country. 

It was said that there would be many winged people in this country, especially in the capital city. 

At first, Ainsley didn't really believe it but when the carriage landed on the airport special for flying 

carriages and other 'vehicles' except for planes... 

She really saw it. 

The baby and her team were still inside the carriage, but after the carriage officially landed on the 

ground, their sight was instantly full of people with decorative wings or real wings. 



The one Ainsley paid most attention to a person with folded wings, but the wings were taller than the 

person even when it was folded. 

Such pure white wings resembling an angel's wings... 

Ainsley was shocked. 

The wings were really big and strong. It was estimated that when the person unfolded the wings, the 

wingspan would reach a meter or two meters long. 

However, there were also a lot of other people with smaller wings with various types and shapes. 

There were people with slim wings, there were people with four wings in total but each wing was thin. 

There were also people with decorative little angel wings... 

The unique thing was...there were no devil-like wings or fairy-like wings. 

All the 'winged people' here had angel or bird-type wings. 

While the carriage entered the checking points for foreign visitors, Ainsley couldn't help but look at the 

three sacred beasts in her carriage and opened her mouth. 

"The Gasha Country...it is really full of winged people..." 

Whether these celestials were real or not, Ainsley didn't know. 

But just looking at the passerby around her...it was estimated that almost all of them loved people with 

wings. 

Code-L was the sacred beast with the most experience among the other three. 

Facing Ainsley's amazement, the cat immediately transformed Into her human form and snorted. 

"Of course the Gasha Country is full of winged people. It was said that the winged people's kingdom was 

directly above the Gasha Country." 

And that's why it was easy for these celestials to go down to the human country to play. 

It was said that the winged people's kingdom was the most mysterious among other races', but 

everyone knew that it was right above the Gasha Country. 

It's just invisible and might be high above the clouds. 

This was also the reason why the Gasha Country was one of the big human countries that had a lot of 

non-human races. 

Unlike the Godlif Country who rarely encountered non-human races and would only encounter fairies or 

elves, the Gasha Country was crowded with fairies and celestials. 

"The legend also said that most bird-type beasts or monsters like to flock to this country to evolve and 

get stronger." 

Maybe because the shape of this country was a bit similar to a pair of wings with a circle in the joint... 



There were many legendary birds roaming around this country. 

"Since you bring the little chicken here, if she's lucky, she will also find a lot of opportunities in this 

country, " Code-L added. 

Hearing this, both Axelle in disguise and Ainsley instantly gasped in awe. 

"Really? Then, bringing Blaze with us is really the right choice!" 

Ainsley didn't know that their neighboring country was actually such a unique country. 

No wonder Jake often went to this country for business trips. 

It was estimated that he did business with the celestials! 

Code-L only hummed at Ainsley's excited words, and the matter was over. 

30 minutes later… 

The group finally passed through the inspection post, but– 

They got their first trouble abroad. 

 


